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A classification is obtained for the states of a relativistic quantum system. The irreducible 
representations of the inhomogeneous Lorentz group are divided into four fundamental classes: 
Pm, Pn, P 0, 0 0• All the representations of classes Pro and Pn, both unitrary and non
unitary, are found explicitly. 

1. CLASSIFICATION OF THE STATES OF A RELATIVISTIC QUANTUM SYSTEM 

WE have previously1 found all the possible invariants of the inhomogeneous Lorentz group, and have 
noted that the classification of the irreducible representations of the group reduces to finding the eigen
value spectra of these invariants. However, we as yet do not know the independent variables contained 
in the wave functions, which transform according to a particular irreducible representation. In order to 
find these variables and their domain of variation, we must select Jrom among the operators of the group 
a complete set, i.e., a complete system of operators which commute with one another (but not with all the 
operators of the group). The choice of such a system of operators is, of course, not unique. This non-

*Notations used without explanation are the same as in Ref. 1. References like (1.8) are to the corre
sponding formula in Ref. 1. 
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uniqueness corresponds to the possibility of performing an equivalence transformation of type (1.8) on the 
particular representation. As such a system of operators, we might select the invariants of the homogen
eous Lorentz group, ~v and EJ.f.VA<TMJ.l.vMA<T• and in addition the square of the three-dimensional ang
ular momentum M~ and one of its projections, M3• However, this classification is not convenient since 
it is not translationally invariant. The motion of the system as a whole is not separated out, so that the 
wave functions of individual states do not belong to a single value of energy and momentum. The most 
natural classification is one which is translationally invariant, in which the complete set selected consists 
of the four operators PJ.L and one of the projections of ru, for example r 3• In a given irreducible rep
resentation, only three of the four operators pJ.I. are independent, since the eigenvalue of the invariant 
p~ is the same for all the functions of the irreducible representation. The set of eigenvalue spectra of 
the operators of the complete set (for example, p1, p2, p3, r 3 ) also give us the complete system of in
dependent variables and their domain of variation for the particular irreducible representation. 

Let us summarize our results: 
1. In order to find all the irreducible representations of the inhomogeneous Lorentz group, i.e., all the 

wave functions admissible in quantum mechanics, we must find the eigenvalues and simultaneous eigen
functions of the operators p1, p2, p3, p0, Ii,., r 3, satisfying relations (1.41). 

2. In a given irredueible representation, only those eigenfunctions can appear which belong to the same 
eigenvalues of the group invariants p~ and ~. As mentioned in Sec. 12 of Ref. 1, additional invariants 
may exist for certain classes of representations. 

2, THE FOUR Jt'UNDAMENTAL CLASSES OF REPRESENTATIONS OF THE GROUP G 

The group of four-dimensional translations characterized by the operator pJ.I. is a commutative sub
group of the inhomogeneous Lorentz group. Its irreducible representations are one-dimensional and uni
tary.* Each representation is defined by the set of four numbers p1, p2, p3, Po = p4/i, which are eigen
values of the operators p1, ~. p3, p0• The eigenvalues pJ.I. can be any real numbers. Only those func
tions can belong to the same irreducible representation of G which have the same value of p~. The ir
reducible representations of the whole group differ qualitatively from one another according as p~ is a 
negative number (timelike PJ.f. ), positive (spacelike PJ.f. ), or zero. In the last case, representations in 
which pJ.I. f:. 0 (pJ.I. lies on the light cone) and in which pJ.I. = 0 are qualitatively different. Accordingly, 
we get four classes of representations of the group G, which we shall investigate in turn: 

I. Class Pm: PJ.f. is a time like vector. 
II. Class P 0: PJ.f. is a vector on the light cone. 
III. Class Pn: pJ.I. is a space like vector. 
IV. Class 0 0: PJ.f. = 0. 
For the unitary representations of the inhomogeneous Lorentz group, the division of th'e representations 

into these four classes was first done by Wigner by a different method. He also obtained the detailed clas
sification of the unitary representations of classes Pm and P 0•2 The complete system of irreducible 
representations of class 0 0 coincides with the complete system of representations of the homogeneous 
Lorentz group which was found by GePfand and Naimark.3 

3. CLASS Pm 

For the class Pm, thEl sign of the energy, SH = p0/l Pol. is an invariant of the group, so that for each 
set of eigenvalues of p~ and ~ there will be not one, but two irreducible representations, one for each 
sign of the energy. Instead of the energy, it is convenient to use the mass m defined as 

m = (Pol i Po I) V- P~, ( 1) 

*The group of translations also has 'non-unitary representations, corresponding to complex values of 
the components of the four-momentum. The representations of the inhomogeneous Lorentz group ob
tained from them belong to complex values of the invariants m and IT of the classes Pm and Pn. 
Representations of this sort occur, for example, when we add an imaginary term to the mass in calcula
tions with Green's functions. 
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and can be any real number except zero(since zero mass corresponds to classes Po and 0 0 ). In each 
irreducible representation, only those functions can appear which belong to the same value of m. There
fore, of the four variables p!J. in the wave functions of the irreducible representation, only three (for ex
ample, p1, p2, p3 ) will be independent, while the fourth, p0, will be equal to 

_mE_mv-2--2 
Po - j/nl P = flitl p + m . 

One can also proceed differently, by forming the 4-velocity vector 

2 v--ufL = pfL I m, ufL = - I, u0 = u4 I i = u2 + I. 

(2) 

(3) 

In this case, for each value of m the functions of the irreducible representation will depend on the 4-ve
locity ~· which has three independent components. 

To find the eigenvalues of r~, it is convenient to go over (for fixed Pw which is permissible since 
p!J. commutes with r a) to the rest frame in which 

p = 0, p4 = im. (4) 

We then find from (1.39 ), (1.41) that 

(5) 

Defining Si by 

r 1 =mS1, (6) 

we have 

(7) 

The commutators (7) define a three-dimensional Euclidean group of rotations, which is natural since 
r~ = m2 S~ represents the intrinsic angular momentum of the system. The irreducible representations of 
the three-dimensional rotation group are well known. All of them are unitary. Each is characterized by 
a positive integer or half-integer s, where 

(8) 

and the operators Si are (2s + 1 )-row matrices. For example, for s = !, S = rr/2, where rr is the 
Pauli matrix vector. The explicit form of the vector r a in an arbitrary coordinate system is obtained 
from ( 6 ) by Lorentz transformation: 

( 9) 

The commutation relations between the components r a• as defined by ( 7) and (9 ), coincide with (I.41 ). 
For a complete description of the representation, we have only to find the explicit form of the operator 

~. One can verify directly that the operator gp, = ( g, ig0 ), where 

gl = - (ip;pf a I apJ) - (im2a I ap;)- 3ip; + S[jkpjS/t, go= (- iPoPia I ap;)- 3ipo ( 10) 

satisfies the commutation relations (1.41 ). 
By using (I.40), we can find from (9) and (10) the explicit form of the operator MIJ.v for the 4-angular 

momentum: 

M = - i [p a I ap] + s = - i [u a I au] + S, N = ipo ~ - Po 1,!:~ = iuo ~ - 2~1 1 ' (11) 

where M1 = M23 etc., Ni = Mi4/i. The square brackets denote the vector product. In this representation, 
the 4-momentum operator p!J. has the form 

p;=p;, Po=(mllmi)VP2 +m2, or pfL=mufL. (12) 

Relations ( 11) were first used in the theory of elementary particles in Ref. 4. 
Thus the irreducible representations of type Pm with timelike 4-momentum are characterized by two 

numbers: a real number m which is non-zero, and s which is integral or half-integral. The number 
m determines the rest mass of the system, and s its intrinsic angular momentum (i.e., the spin, in the 
case of an elementary particle ) . The wave functions !Jms (Pi) [ or !Jms ( ui)] corresponding to a par-
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ticular representation are matrices of degree 2s + 1, depending on three independent variables Pi de
fined over the whole real. axis. 

The probability density nin.srlms is a scalar. In calculating mean values (or norms), the integration 
is carried out with respect to the invariant volume element 

doP = d3p I I Po I or dou = d3u I Uo, 

<fl' (p) Q (p)) = ~ d0pfl' (p) Q (p), ( 13) 

<fl' (u) n (u)) = ~ doun· (u) Q (u). ( 14) 

We shall assign representations corresponding to positive and negative masses to different subclasses, 
and denote them by P+m and P-m respectively. Single-valued representations, corresponding to inte
ger s, will be denoted by P~m ( P~m>• and two-valued representations with half-integer s by 
P~m ( P~~). The results found for the classification of Pm coincide with Wigner's2 results, and can be 
summarized in the following table: 

Table of Representations of Class Pm 

Fundamental 
R epresen- Unitarity Dimension- invariants 

tat ion a!ity in the spin vari- m•=-p~>O, 

ahle r~jm•-s (s+!), 
S= 

P:+m Unitary, finite-dimen- 0, 1, 2, ... 
sional 

p's 
+m " If 2, 3/2 .... 

ps 
-m " 0, 1, 2, ... 

p's -m " 1/2, 3f2 ... 

4. CLASS Prr 

For the class Prr, the square of the 4-momentum 

p~ = fi2 

i Addi<i='l 
1nvanants 

SH 

1 

1 

-1 

-1 

( 15) 

is positive, i.e., the vector PJL is spacelike. The search for simultaneous eigenfunctions of the operators 
PJL• r&, and one of the projections of r a, for example r 0 = r 4;i• is conveniently done in the coordi
nate system in which 

PP. = (0, 0, IT, 0). 

From ( I.3 9) and ( 16 ) we f:ind that in this coordinate system 

f 3 =0. 

With the notation 

f1 + if2 =ITT+, f 1- if2 = nr-, f 0 = DT0 

the commutation relations I(I.41) between the components ra, and the invariant r~ become 

[r+, ToL =- T+, [T-, T0L = r-, 
[r+, r-L =- 2T0 , 

r~; IF =P = r-r+- T~ -- T 0 • 

( 16) 

( 17) 

( 18) 

( 19) 

(20) 

( 21) 

The commutators ( 19), {20) define the group of rotations in three-dimensional pseudo-Euclidean 
space. All the unitary representations of this group were found by Bargmann.5 T2 in formula ( 21) is, 
of course, an invariant of this group. The wave functions satisfying ( 19), ( 20), are of the form Q 01/3' 
where 01, {3 are the eigenvalues of T2 and To respectively: 

(22) 
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Only functions with the same value of a can appear in an irreducible representation. To determine 
the spectra of eigenvalues a, {3, we operate on rlaf3 with the first relation in ( 19): 

[T,+T0 ]_!.2,~ = - (T+Q,~). 

Using (22), we then get 

T0 (r+!.2~rJ) = (~ + l)(r+Q,~). (23) 

Similarly, from the second relation in ( 19) we find 

T 0 (T-Q,~) = (~- I) (r-Q~~). (24) 

Thus the functions ( T+rlaf3), (T-rlaf3) belong respectively to the eigenvalues {3 ± 1. From this it fol
lows that the spectrum of eigenvalues of To is 

~ = ~o + n, (25} 

where 1 > {30 ~ 0, n = ••• , - 2, - 1, 0, 1, 2, ... , while the matrix To is infinite-dimensional and has 
the form 

( 26} 

We do not exclude the possibility that for certain values of {3, T+flaf3 (or T-naf3} may vanish. However, 
this case need not be treated specially, but will be obtained automatically from the general investigation. 

The operator T 0 is the operator for an ordinary three-dimensional rotation in the hyperplane perpen
dicular to PIJ.· The full rotation through 27r must either leave the function unchanged or (for a two-valued 
representation} multiply it by ( -1 ). Thus f3o can only be zero for single-valued representations, and i 
for two-valued representations, 

since the matrix for a finite rotation through angle cp has the form 

(exp {iT0rp})mn = Omn exp {i~ 0q> +imp}. 

(27) 

( 28) 

To find the eigenvalues of the invariant T2, we must determine the form of the matrices T+, T-. 
From ( 19} and ( 26} we get 

so that 

T%m (n- m + I)= 0, 

T;,n (n -m- I)= 0, 

T-J,n = GnO!ll, n+l' 

T;;.n = bmom+J, n· 

Substituting (31), (32), (22), and (26) in (21), we find 

(TZ)mn = CX.Omn = bmanom+J. lol, n+1 - Omn (n + ~0 ) (n + ~0 + I)= amn {anbn- (n + ~ 0) (n + ~0 + 1)}, 

i.e., 

anbn =ex.+ (n + ~ 0) (n + ~0 + 1), 

(29) 

(30) 

(31) 

(32) 

( 33) 

where, according to (27 ), f3o is equal to 0 or!. We should mention that in (29)- (33) there is no summa
tion over the repeated indices m, n. 

Formula ( 33 ), expressing the coefficients am, bn in terms of the eigenvalue ·a of the invariant, to
gether with ( 26) essentially determines all the irreducible representations of the rotation group in three
dimensional pseudo-Euclidean space and all the irreducible representations of class Prr for the group G. 
Only the product anbn of the matrix elements is given uniquely by ( 33 ). The elements an, bn them
selves are not determined uniquely, which corresponds to the possibility of subjecting the system of oper
ators T+, T-, To to an equivalence transformation using an arbitrary non-degenerate diagonal matrix 
V, which leaves the operator To unchanged. Formulas ( 26 ), ( 31 ), ( 32 ), and ( 33) can be rewritten as 
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(34) 

(35) 

Here the indices m', n' are assumed to run through all integral (half-integral) values for single-valued 
(double -valued) representations. 

Now we must first see for which values of a a representation of the whole group corresponds to the 
infinitesimal representation in the neighborhood of the identity. Secondly, we must check whether all the 
representations we have found are irreducible, since an additional splitting of the representations is pos
sible, for example, with respect to a sign invariant. Thirdly, we must separate the representations into 
unitary, real non-unitary and complex representations. Finally, we must construct the operators ra 
and gJ.L, or the operators ~ "' 

In order to solve the problem of the continuity of the representations ( 34) and ( 35 ), we shall attempt 
to construct the operator for an arbitrary finite rotation in the three-dimensional pseudo-Euclidean space. 
The third axis of our space is the time axis, and a rotation about it is a space rotation. The first and sec
ond axes are space axes,, while rotations about them are Lorentz transformations. As in ordinary Euclid
ean three-space, any rotation can in our case be represented as a product of rotations through three Euler 
angles: a space rotation about the third axis, a Lorentz rotation about the first axis, and a space rotation 
about the rotated third axis. The matrix for the rotation about the third axis was given in ( 28 ). It exists 
for any a. To get the operator for a rotation around the first axis, it is convenient to go over to the con
tinuous spectrum, i.e., to take as the wave function not an infinite-dimensional matrix, but a continuous 
function Q (<I>) of a variable ci> which ranges from zero to 271'. Then the operators T+, T-, To can be 
taken in the form: 5 

(36) 

( 37) 

where 

oc=-l(l+l). ( 38) 

A direct check will show that the operators T0, T+, T- defined by ( 36) and ( 3 7) satisfy ( 19) - ( 22). 
The transition from ( 36) and ( 37) to ( 34) and vice versa is accomplished by a Fourier transformation. 
In accordance with ( 35) and ( 38), we find for an', bn', from ( 37), 

an•=(n'-l), bn•=(n'+l+ 1). ( 39) 

Rotation through the angle cp around the third axis is accomplished in the new representation by using 
the operator U ( cp): 

u (cp) = exp (cpa; a<D), u (cp) n (<D)= n (<D + cp). 

The operator T 1 for the infinitesimal rotation around the first axis is 

Tl = (r+ + r-) I 2 =- il sin ID- i cosiD· a; a<D. 

We find the eigenfunctions and eigenvalues of the operator T 1 : 

T1~<1>1< = k~<L>~<· 

After a simple integration we find that for any real k, 

An arbitrary function Q ( ci>) can be expanded in terms of the 1/Jq,k: 

00 

n (II>) ,.. ~ dk~<l>l<nl" 
-co 

( 40) 

( 41) 

( 42) 

( 43) 

( 44) 

so that we may consider 1/Jq,k as the kernel of the operator of linear transformation from ci> to k, i.e., 
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to the basis in which the operator T1 is diagonal. The kernel of the operator reciprocal to lfi4)k is 

( 45) 

In fact, we can verify directly that 
2" 

~ dCD 'iik"~'ii<l>h' = a (k - k') , ( 46) 
0 

co 

~ dk'ii<l>hcj~hii;, = a (CD- CD'). (47) 
-ao 

For the wave function Q ( k) in the new representation, the operation of rotation through the Lorentz 
angle x around the first axis is trivial, and reduces to simply multiplying Q ( k) by eikx: 

lj h (X)(! (k) = elkXQ (k). ( 48) 

By using ( 43), ( 45), and (1.9), we can transform the operator Uk(X) to the 4>-representation, 

"" z e e' U ( ) I dh.!. lxk.t.-1 ~(I " I Ill+ ) (cos Cl>) 8(lntan -In tan + x) (co_ sci>)VI/4-a, 
<l><l>' X = j "''f<l>he 'fk<l>' = u ntanu - ntanu X 1+1 = V 

-co (cos Cl>') cos Cl> cos Cl>' cos Cl>' 
( 49) 

where () = 4> 12 + 7T I 4, e '= 4>' 12 + 7T I 4. The rotation operation itself takes the form 

2" 

{U (x) r.l}¢> = ~ dCD'U <l><l>' (x) n (<D') (50) 
0 

or, in somewhat different form, 

(51) 

where 

( Cl> 'TC) ( Cl>' 'TC) 
tan z + 4 = eXtan 2 + 4 • 

From ( 51) we see that the transformation for rotation around the first axis actually does exist for any 
finite values of a, X· As we said earlier, we can construct the· operator for any rotation by using ( 40) 
and (51), and this operator will exist for arbitrary a. The theorem we have just demonstrated is not 
trivial since, for example, for the group of three-dimensional Euclidean rotations there exist representa
tions in the neighborhood of the identity which cannot be extended over the whole group. 

We shall now select the real and unitary representations of class Pn. According to Sec. 13 of Ref. 1, 
the representations will be complex for complex a and real for real a. For unitary representations, the 
operators T+ and T- must be Hermitean adjoint to one another. In this case, we find from ( 31) and 
(35) that 

an'= b~,, Jan' J2 = rt. + n' (n' + 1). (52) 

From ( 52) it follows that a representation can be unitary only if the quantity a + n' ( n' + 1) is not nega
tive for any integral (half-integral) values of n'. For integer n', the requirement that (52) be positive 
is satisfied for a = a > 0. (The case of a = 0 will be treated later and assigned to another subclass). 
The corresponding single-valued unitary representations will be denoted by P~. For half-integral n', 
(52) is positive for a = a > 114 (the case of a = %. also will be assigned to another subclass). These 
two-valued representations will be denoted by Pif. However, the subclasses P~ and Plf do not ex
haust the unitary irreducible representations of class Pn. The point is that for a= - s ( s + 1), where 
s is an integer (half-integer) for single-valued (double-valued) representations, the representation ( 34) 
ceases to be irreducible. For n' = s and n' = - s - 1, the coefficients an', bn' in ( 34) and ( 35) van
ish, and the matrices T 0, T+, T- simultaneously assume the "block" form. 
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In this case the representation ( 34) breaks up into three irreducible representations, two of which are 
infinite-dimensional and unitary, while the third is finite-dimensional and non-unitary. The matrix ele
ments of the infinit~simal operators are given by formulas ( 34), ( 35) for all three cases. In one of the 
representations, the indices m 1 , n1 run through values from - oo to - s - 1; in the second they go from 
s + 1 to oo, and in the third from - s to s. These representations are respectively designated by 

-! +! s 1-l. l+l. IS 
Pn, Pn , Pn for integral l., s, and by Pn , Pn , Pn for half-integral l., s. The representations 

P;l., P[f, P~l., Pn! (and P~, for s = 0) are unitary. For them the sign of T0 is an invariant. The 
s IS 

representations Pn ( s cF 0) and Pn are non-unitary. For them, the sign of T0 is not an invariant. 
The indices l., s can take on the values: 

for representations 
+! 

l. = 0, 1, 2, Pn: ... ' 
for representations 

I± l. 
l. = -%, %, %, %, Pn : ... , 

s 
(53) 

for representations Pn= s = 0, 1, 2, ... , 

for representations 
IS 

Pn: s = %, %, %, ... , 

We may mention that the unitary representations Pit, Pn°, and Ph are all different. The first two 
are infinite-dimensional and correspond to the case of r~ = 0, r a I= 0. The representation Ph corre
sponds to the case of rcr = 0. 

A peculiarity of the subclass Pif l. is the presence of the representation with l. = - !-, corresponding 
to the case when (34) splits into two, instead of three, irreducible representations. The finite-dimen
sional (in the spin variable) non-unitary representations of the group of 3-rotations in pseudo-Euclidean 
space corresponding to the subclasses P~ and P~ can be gotten by Weyl's6 unitary trick from the ir
reducible representations of the ordinary group of 3-rotations. 

The real, infinite-dimensional, non-unitary representations, which are not included in the subclasses 
• b . I 1b . I 

enumerated above, w1ll be denoted by Pn (for mteger n ), and by Pn (for half-mteger n ); the com-

plex representations will be assigned to Pg (for integral n1 
), and P~a (for half-integral n1 

). 

To complete our treatment of class Pn there remains only the construction of the components of the 
operator Mj.LV• This rather involved problem is probably solved most simply as follows. In treating the 
class Pm we had occas1lon to transform to the rest system, which explicitly singled out the time axis. 
Accordingly, formula ( 11) is symmetric with respect to the three space axes but not symmetric with re
spect to the time axis. In the present section, we explicitly distinguished the third space axis whereas 
the first two space axes :md the time axis were essentially not distinguished. We may therefore expect 
that we will get formulas which are relatively simple and similar to ( 11) if we introduce three-dimen
sional vectors and tensors defined in the pseudo-Euclidean space x1, x2, x4• We shall mark such vectors 
with a superior tilde. One of the components of each such vector is imaginary. For example, in this 
space the three-dimensional momentum will have the form 

while the component p3 will be the three-dimensional scalar 

P3 = + V Il2 - {)7. 

From the operators T+, T-, T 0, we can form the vector 

T;=(iTl, iT 2 , T 0 ), T 1 =(T++T-)j2, T 2 =(T+-r-)j2i. 

Using ( 19 ), we can easily verify that the 1\ satisfy the covariant commutation relations 

[T;TiL = ~ijkrft. 

We now note that the relations ( 11) can be rewritten as 

M; = 1 hs; 1 ~<M;~< =- (is;i~<Pia;apk) + S;, M;4 = (ip4a;ap;) + 0 ii~<SiPk 1 (P4 + VP2 + P!). 

(54) 

(55) 

(56) 

(57) 

(58) 
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where p2 + p~ = -m2 = inv, and the three-dimensional vectors are "ordinary" vectors. The tensor MJ.LV' 
defined by (58), satisfies the commutation relations (1.31); in deriving this, we use only the relations (7) 
and 

(59) 

Since relations ( 7) a~e completely analogous to (.~7 ), it is obvious that the tensor MJ.LV, expressed in 
terms of the vector Mi3 and the pseudo-vector Mi in the pseudo-Euclidean 3-space (x1, x2, x4) 

M. a .~a~ 7>~ 
;a=tpa-0~ -tp;a +siihp·-+11 P; Ps s 

(60) 

will satisfy (1.31 ). In Eq. ~60 ), 

i, j, k = I, 2, 4, p~J. = IJ2. 

Writing (60) in terms of "ordinary" components, we get 

M1 = M2a =- i (p2iJjiJp3- PaiJfiJp2) + (T1Ep + T0p1) / (Pa + 11), 

M2 = M31 =- i (Paalapl- pliJiiJPa) + (T2Ep + ToP2) I (Pa + 11), Ma = M12 =- i (p1a;aP2- P2a;ap1) + T 0 , (61) 

N1 = M14ji = (iEpiJjiJpl)- T1, N2 = M24/i = (iEpiJjiJp2) + T2, N 3 = M34/i = (iEpiJiiJp3) + (T2P1- Tlpz) I (Pa + 11). 

In (61 ), Ep = -ip4 = ± vp2 - II2 • The independent continuous variables are p1, p2, p3• Their domain of 
variation is limited by the condition oo > 1 p I :::: II. The energy is not an independent variable, but for 
given values of p1, p2, and p3, its sign can be arbitrary within the representation. Thus the sign of the 
energy is a discrete independent variable which takes on two values, and relations ( 61) will give the cor
rect commutation relations over the whole domain of definition of the independent variables only if this 
point is taken into account. The simplest way to take account of the two signs of the energy is to express 
the components of the 4-vector PJ.L in terms of the four-dimensional polar angles cp, .'}, x: 

P1 = IIcoshzsin&cos:p, p2 = IIcoshzsin&sin:p, p 3 = IIcoshz cos&, p0 =II sinh)(, 

(62) 

The two-valuedness of the energy is then obtained automatically. The components of MJ.Lv, expressed in 
terms of the angle variables, become 

M · · iJ + . n. iJ T1sinh)( + T0cos11)( sin & cos 'fJ 
l = l Stn :p 0-n: l COt 'IT COS '!I 0- + l · sl o. ' 

<r ' 'fJ +co 1 COS<r 

M _ . . ~ +. & . , ~ + T2 sinhx+T0 coshxsin&sin<p a 
2-- l cos :p iJ& lcot Sin :p iJ<p l+cosh)(COs& , Ma =- iiJj r +To, 

N . . " iJ + . " iJ . sin 'P iJ T 1 = l Sin 'IT cos'!)- l. tanh i( cos..., cos 'f a" - l tanh X~ iJ- - 1 ' • 0)( ,. .. Ill " 'P ( 63) 

N = i cos & ~ _ i tanh sin&~+ cosh)( sin &(T2 cos <p-T1 sin<p) 
3 OJ( X iJ& l+cosh )(cos & 

Formulas ( 62), ( 63), together with ( 34 ), ( 35) give the complete solution of the problem of finding all 
the irreducible representations of the class Pn. 

One may try to construct the tensor MJ.Lv by a procedure different from ours, by simply replacing the 
vector Si in ( 11) [or, what amounts to the same thing, in (58)] by the vector Ti with components (iTt, 
iT2, T 0). This vector is analogous to the vector Ti of (56), but, unlike it, is defined in a Euclidean 
rather than a pseudo-Euclidean 3-space. The components of the angular momentum tensor formed in this 
way, 

M1 = 1/2sijkMjk =- i (siJkPJa;apk) + T1. M14 = (ip4a;ap1) + e:ijkTfPk 1 (P4 + V P2 + p!) < 64 > 

satisfy commutation relations (1.31 ), and one might get the impression that we have constructed repre-
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sentations which are equivalent to (63). As a matter of fact, however, (64) is equivalent to (63) only for 
representations which are finite-dimensional in the spin variable. For infinite-dimensional matrices Ti, 
formulas ( 64) do not in general define a representation at all, since in this case it is impossible to con
struct a finite three-dimensional rotation about the x or y axes. This is apparent from the fact that the 
components of the vector Ti are infinite-dimensional and, at the same time, irreducible with respect to 
three-dimensional rotations; i.e., they constitute an infinite-dimensional irreducible representation of the 
group of Euclidean 3-rotations in the neighborhood of the identity. Such a representation cannot be built 
up over the whole group, since all the irreducible representations of the group of 3-rotations (and of any 
compact group) are finite-dimensional. 

In conclusion we give a table of the irreducible representations of the class Prr: 

Repre 
tati 

sen-
on 

" n p 

'a 
n 
+I 

p 

p 

p 
n 
-I 
n 
'+l 
n p 

''-1 p 

p 

p 

p 

11 
s 
n 
's 
11 
b 
11 

'b p 

p 

p 

11 

" 11 
'ex 
l1 

Unitarily. Dimensionality 
in the spin variable. 

Unitary infinite-dimensional 

" " 
" . 
" " 

" . 
" " 

Non-unitary; 2s + 1 . . 
Non-unitary infinite-dimensional 

. . 
• . . • 

Fundamental Invariants 
I 

ll'=p' >0 I Additional 
fL ' 

I 
invariants 

cx--s(s+!)-f a fll' 

a=a>O -
1 

a=a>:r -

s=l=O, 1' 2, ... Sr, =1 

s=l=O, 1, 2, ... Sr, =-1 
1 1 3 

Sr, =1 s=l=-2· 2· 2···· 
1 1 3 

Sr, =-1. S=[=-z-, 2• 2···· 
s=O, 1' 2, ... -

1 3 
S=2·2 -

a=b<O s=f-1, 2, 3, ... -
1 1 3 

a=b<t; s=f=2' 2···· -
a= complex -
a= complex -
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